SNCF eliminates
disruptions and
delays on its
telecommunication
services with
remote wireless
backup power
monitoring

Telecommunication systems are vital to the
performance of France’s national railway, SNCF.
The systems are installed in every train station
throughout France and are crucial to train
circulation, security and traveller information
services.
SNCF is France’s national state-owned railway
company and manages the rail traffic in France
and the Principality of Monaco. SNCF operates
the country’s national rail services, including the
TGV, France’s high-speed rail network.
When
it
comes
to
managing
the
telecommunication systems of France’s national
railway, having enough power is key. Power
failures happen, which is why SNCF invested
heavily into backup power batteries. When the
primary power fails, the backup power supply
should be available to provide critical equipment
with the necessary power. But SNCF found that
this wasn’t always the case.

Presently the SNCF maintenance operator has no
way to get any information on the status of the
backup battery and if the main breakdown is too
long, the battery will no longer be able to power
the asset. The risk is high that the maintenance
operator gets this information too late. That
is to say, when the service is lost. This can lead
to severe disruptions across the network and
unhappy customers. Unsurprisingly, these issues
were unacceptable for an organization as large
and as important as SNCF. That’s why the railway
company turned to an Internet of Things (IoT)powered monitoring solution connected to the
Sigfox network to ensure that SNCF staff are
notified immediately when a fault is detected
on a critical power supply.

Challenges:

Goals:

Backup power supplies can lead to service
interruption if the company is not warned
when power is shifting on batteries
Services breakdowns and disruptions can
occur
Expensive maintenance crews have to be
on constant standby

G
 enerate alerts when backups are running
out of battery
D
 ecrease the delay between failure
happening and maintenance work
D
 eliver a more cost-effective maintenance
and monitoring solution

SNCF faced a disruptioncausing problem
Telecommunication systems are vital to the efficient running
of France’s national railway network. Telecommunication
systems include traveller information, internal communication
and security. To ensure trains run according to schedule, it is
crucial that operators can communicate effectively with each
other. But SNCF also provides a service to their passengers.
Telecommunication systems enable service information to
be passed to customers from station to station and online.

All these communication systems are powered via mains and
backed up by batteries. If the mains are down, SNCF has to
rely on the backup batteries to fulfil the service. If power is no
longer available in backup batteries, maintenance teams have
no way of knowing until the batteries are called into action.
This is far too late as the service will have already broken
down.

SNCF achieve remote, wireless
backup battery power monitoring
thanks to Intesens and Sigfox
To solve this issue, SNCF turned to the IoT to provide the
answer. With a solution for remote monitoring, provided by
Intesens, including wireless devices and Sigfox connectivity,
SNCF can get the backup battery information they need to
keep telecommunication services operational. Intesens loT
monitoring solution instantly notifies maintenance teams
as and when the backup battery loses power. It also notifies
maintenance teams when the main power supply loses
battery, and provides teams with an online-dashboard’s worth
of diagnosis data. From the cloud-based online dashboard,
which can be accessed using any device, maintenance teams
can receive up-to-the-hour reports on the status of all of their
backup power supplies, as well as detailed diagnosis data on
deep discharges and end-of-life reports.
With backup battery monitoring in place, SNCF maintenance
operators can achieve a level of visibility not previously
possible. This brings with it a wealth of benefits and the
promise of a more reliable and better rail service.
• Maintenance operators can be proactive and anticipate
breakdowns. Maintenance operators received an alert by
SMS (text) and/or email in order to intervene before service
breakdown occurs. Moreover, the online dashboard (where
critical information can be viewed on a single panel) gives
maintenance operators a clear view of all of their operational

backup battery supplies. As a result, they can anticipate
which batteries may be empty or fail next and schedule
timely maintenance. By taking the proactive approach,
maintenance teams significantly reduce the chance of total
service failure.
• Maintenance teams can conduct remote diagnosis.
When backup batteries empty or fail, the monitoring device
doesn’t just send alerts, it also sends valuable data and gives
an estimation of the level of charge of the battery. The agent
is also notified when the incident has ended.

• SNCF can plan battery replacement. Previously, it was
virtually impossible to tell when batteries needed replacing.
Now, thanks to the online dashboard, SNCF maintenance
teams can confidently predict when batteries will need
replacing and schedule the necessary maintenance.
• Customers experience uninterrupted services. With a
greater control over their backup batteries, SNCF can ensure
that all of its telecommunication systems get the power
they need, always. As a result, customers can have access to
uninterrupted services seamlessly and efficiently.
• SNCF can fix their problems quickly and economically.
SNCF is able to solve a problem that can impact the quality of
its services. And they do so by using a cost-effective solution
that also helps to optimize their maintenance operations.

© Intesens

Intesens backup power monitoring
solution
SNCF rely on Intesens’ backup battery monitoring solution as their IoT solution. The IDIAG Battery monitors battery health, its
charge and discharge, and the room temperature. An alert is sent via Intesens’ web platform — IDIAG Cloud — and via SMS and
email when any fault is detected. The device also records data analysis that covers a diagnosis of the vital points of the battery,
and a detection of deep discharges and its end of life.

Xavier LAFONTAN
President and Founder - Intesens

“

IDIAG Battery relies on a simple device plugged onto the backup battery.
It sends its data through the Sigfox global network to our cloud interface
which is easily implemented into the customer’s information system. The data
analytics performed by our platform enables the digital transformation of SNCF
maintenance operations.”

Nicolas Gorisek
Regional telecom maintenance unit manager - SNCF

“

Thanks to Intesens we found a solution that meet our needs. As it relies on Sigfox
network the deployment is fast. There is no need to invest in any infrastructure
(dedicated communication equipment). This loT solution can be used anywhere
and everywhere and is excellent as a remote diagnostic tool for businesses. The
life-span of these loT devices through the Sigfox network is very long so we can
have peace of mind as we can receive maintenance data and receive alerts when
anomalies are detected. This makes it easy for us to manage, deploy and use
anytime, anywhere. ”

Sigfox enables SNCF to increase
backup power availability and
provide a more reliable service
SNCF telecom maintenance teams are able to increase backup power availability thanks to their
remote monitoring device’s connection to the Sigfox network. By connecting to the world’s
leading loT connectivity solution, SNCF benefits from a simple, secure, low power and cost
effective solution.

Low power

Simplicity

Cost effectiveness

Devices on the Sigfox network
communicate by sending very small
messages at infrequent intervals. The
size and frequency of these messages
means that devices use very little
power to communicate with the
cloud and are therefore capable of
remaining active for several years.

Because of the nature of the Sigfox
network, the devices are incredibly
easy for SNCF to install and maintain.
As soon as the IDIAG battery is
plugged into a battery, it automatically
connects to the Sigfox network. Once
they are installed and activated, they
work instantly.

Sigfox enables SNCF to make several
cost savings. For the small upfront
investment and ongoing subscription
costs, the railway company is able
to dramatically reduce maintenance
costs thanks to a proactive rather
than reactive approach, and they can
cut down the costs associated with
service breakdowns thanks to a more
reliable battery power supply.

Discover IDIAG Battery solution:
partners.sigfox.com

